
Smart Manufacturing Solutions

DATRON
Workholding Solutions 
For Multiple Setups

A large machining area and unique conical system 
allow for multiple setups that add versatility to your 
CNC milling machine.  



Cost-effective fixturing within seconds:
Setup times are reduced significantly with DATRON’s 
modular clamping technology. Modular plates are 
clamped directly onto the machining table using conical 
centring sleeves. Therefore, the workholding position 
is reproduceable within a few hundredths of a milli-
metre — even if the job is interrupted and the clamp is 
removed and then returned to the table to finish the job. 
 

DATRON offers a variety of ready-made modular  
clamping solutions including vacuum tables and T-slots 
with pneumatic clamps, chucks or vices. We are also 
happy to design custom clamping solutions for you. 
Because we do this so often, you benefit from our expe-
rience and hundreds of machines installations.

DATRON

Module Clamping Technology
The end of tedious and time-consuming job setup!



Module Clamping Technology Description

Modular clamping plates

T-slot clamping plates
e. g. for short-stroke clamps

Plates with meandering grooves

DATRON Compact centric clamps and  
multifunctional clamps

Rotary axis with tailstock

Clamping elements such as vices can be fastened onto modular clamping 
plates and the plates are fixed to the machining table with screws. Recurrent 
clamping stations can be installed on these base plates and set placed when 
needed.

T-slot plates accommodate application-specific clamping solutions or a 
combination of pneumatic clamps and fixed clamping jaws. The plates are 
mounted onto the machining table with screws. 

DATRON‘s meandering groove vacuum tables are particularly suitable for 
clamping flat workpieces and sheet materials. They allow for clamping se-
veral similar or different workpieces at the same time. DATRON‘s VacuCard 
cardboard is used to distribute vacuum under the workpiece and as sacrifi-
cial layer that allows for through cuts without damaging the vacuum table. 
These vacuum tables are available in different sizes.

Encapsulated DATRON compact centric clamps are 100% protected against 
chips and debris. Due to their unique slider geometry with a guide length of 
150 mm, they are the first fully-enclosed compact centric clamps. So, malfun-
ctions due to debris and jammed chips are something of the past.

The rotary axis is ideal for multi-sided machining of long workpieces, for 
engraving on round stock, or for drilling in radial direction. Clamping is done 
using DATRON’s module clamping technique, allowing a variable clamping 
length. The rotary axis is impact-free and provides high precision and torsio-
nal stiffness.



DATRON

Vacuum Clamping Technology
Plug & Play for easy handling!

Extremely simple and easy to use. Put the parts in place 
and you’re ready to go! The superior holding force of 
DATRON’s vacuum tables hold even the smallest parts 
in place. A patented VacuCard++ is the perfect sacrificial 
layer that allows you to cut through sheet material with-
out damaging the surface of the vacuum table. 

All DATRON machines can be equipped with DATRON 
vacuum clamping technology. Now, thin stock, which 
could be secured only with great difficulties before, is 
secured literally within seconds. Quickly secure plastic 
foils as thin as 0.001” or sheet material up to 0.250” thick. 
The vacuum tables, available in various sizes, are divided 
into segments which can be operated separately. 

Recessed grips

To ensure safe handling of the vacu-
um plates, they possess cut-outs that 
serve as recessed grips.

Limit stops

Workpieces can be aligned precisely 
at the edges of the vacuum panels 
using pivoting limit stops. Workpiec-
es are fully accessible for machining 
by depressing the limit stops.

Casters

To facilitate the assembly of the 
vacuum plates, these have smooth-
rolling casters starting. So, the 
segments can be positioned with 
little effort on the machining table. 
The casters also help to protect the 
machining table surface.

Advantages:
�� very short set-up times
�� time-efficient optimum versatility
�� deformation- & vibration-free clamping of thin sheets 
�� allows for complete milling around and through 

workpieces to separate them

Application:
�� clamping of sheet material
��  clamping of flat housings
��  clamping of difficult to hold materials and shapes



Individual fields

In order to be able to clamp work-
pieces of different shapes and sizes, 
DATRON offers vacuum plates divid-
ed into fields that can be activated 
independently. Pressure loss can be 
significantly minimized this way. 

The connection nozzles integrated into the table connect 
directly and securely to the vacuum plates. Eliminating 
the tubing results in a significant time savings during job 
set up. In addition, pressure loss is minimized due to a 
substantially larger connection cross section. 

Once the vacuum plates are connected, they are automat-
ically grounded. The connections are controlled electri-
cally from the CNC program, so that manual operation is 
eliminated. 

Vacuum distribution
Connection nozzles integrated into the table



Full flexibility 
DATRON’s full table has six built-in vacuum nozzles that 
provide ultimate flexibility when positioning DATRON 
vacuum tables. You can use the entire surface for vacuum 
table segments or leave some space for other types of 
workholding. This allows you to adapt quickly to chang-
ing needs and incoming jobs. 

Variable positioning
DATRON’s table with the front cut-out option has three 
integrated vacuum-connection nozzles that allow for 
variable positioning of the DATRON vacuum plates in sizes 
from 500 x 500 mm to 1000 x 700 mm.

Sheet clamping methods for the DATRON MLCube with full table

Sheet clamping methods for the DATRON MLCube  
with front cut-out



Brilliantly simple to use with the light touch of a button, 
yet they have clamping forces of up to 750 N. DATRON’s 
short-stroke clamping elements can be used wher-
ever flexibility, ease of use and short setup times are 
required. The clamping elements are designed for oper-
ation on a T-slot plate, but can also be used in a  
stationary manner.

DATRON

Short-Stroke Clamping Elements
One-handed fast setup!

KSE-AS
Short-stroke clamping element for automatic clamping operation 

Advantages:

�  Automatic opening and closing

� Fast changeover

� Adjustable clamping pressure 

� Compact design  

Application:

�  Flexible clamping of different workpieces

�  Mass production

KSE-PH
Pneumatic-hydraulic short-stroke clamping elements  

Advantages:

�  One-handed operation

� Fast changeover 

� Adjustable clamping pressure  

� Compact design  

Application:

�  Flexible clamping of different workpieces

�  Batch production

Short-Stroke Clamping Elements Overview



The DATRON pick-and-place system is ideal for  
applications requiring integrated automation for small 
parts. The system mounts to the side of the Z axis and 
pneumatically descends to pick up and deposit parts as 
needed. It then can be retracted when performing any 
machining operations. On the end of the pneumatic 
slide arm is a pneumatically controlled finger-style  
gripper system designed to pick up small parts. 

DATRON

Pick-and-Place
Automation system with grippers.

Advantages:

�  Many blanks can be stored within the machine’s work area

� Machine can run continuous unattended production

� Only one program is required to both machine and  

 perform the automation 

�  Less risk for errors and complications compared to  

 interfacing with external automation systems

�  Very simple to maintain and operate

Pick-and-Place Overview



The trunnion-style rotary/swivel axis was specially 
designed for DATRON machines. It can be ordered as 
an option at the time of machine purchase or retrofitted 
on machines with a frontal “cut-out” in the machining 
bed. Six centring sleeves ensure that the rotary axis can 
be repeatably placed in the cut-out of the machine. A 
zero-point clamping tower is included, which allows the 
pneumatic clamping of workpiece carriers with a repeat 
accuracy of 1/100 mm.

DATRON

Trunnion-style 5 Axis
Highly precise 5-Axis machining with  
integrated zero-point clamping system

Advantages:

�  Precise 5-side machining in one set-up

� Integrated zero-point clamping system

� Extensive software support with automatic 

 set-up function and zero-point tracking 

�  Reproducible placement in the table “cutaway”

�  Ideal for milling multi-sided parts

Trunnion-style 5 Axis Overview

DATRON

Pick-and-Place
Automation system with grippers.

Other styles of 4th and 5th  
rotary axes are available.

Please inquire.



DATRON Dynamics, Inc. 
115 Emerson Road 
Milford, NH 03055

Phone.: 603.215.5850
www.datron.com

DATRON Dynamics West 
6255 Southfront Road
Livermore, CA 94551
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We will be happy to provide you with detailed information at:
888.262.2833

or online at:  
www.datron.com

© 2015 DATRON AG
The information in this brochure contains current descriptions or 
performance features which are subject to change due to further 
development of the products. Some product images might include 
optional components. The descriptions and performance features are 
binding only if they are expressly agreed in writing at the time of 
conclusion of the contract.


